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THE WRITINGS OF NASIRU KABARA (MU˘AMMAD ALN◊∑IR AL-KABARˆ)*

ROMAN LOIMEIER

Introduction
Mu˛ammad al-Nßir b. Mu˛ammad al-Mukhtr b. Mu˛ammad
Nßir al-Dın al-Kabarı (known generally as Nasiru Kabara),
currently one of the best known Islamic scholars in northern
Nigeria, was born on 5 Shawwl 1344/18 April 1925 in the small
village of Guringawa near Kano.1 His great-grandfather originally
came from Kabara, the harbour of Timbuktu on the river Niger.
From there he emigrated to Hausaland at the end of the eighteenth
century. After the jihd of ﬁUthmn b. Füdı (1804-8) he came to
Kano where he was given a piece of land opposite the Emir’s
palace. This plot became what is today known as ‘Unguwar
Kabara’—the Kabara Quarter—one of the famous centres of
learning in Kano.
Nasiru Kabara’s education was supervised by his uncle
Ibrhım A˛mad al-Kanawı Natsughünı, who was one of the
outstanding scholars of the early twentieth century in Kano. He
*
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This article is based on field work conducted in Nigeria between 1986 and
1988 funded by the ‘German Research Foundation’. John Hunwick has added a
number of bibliographical details from manuscripts and locally published
editions of Nasiru Kabara’s works held at the Melville J. Herskovits Library
of Africana, Northwestern University.
For the biography of Nasiru Kabara, and a literary analysis of his works,
especially his poems, see Shehu Usman Kabara, ‘Shakhßiyyat al-shaykh
Mu˛ammad al-Nßir Kabara wa-dbuhu’, M.A. thesis, University of
Khartoum, 1981; Halilu Saﬁid, ‘Shehu Mu˛ammad Nasiru Kabara’, paper
presented to the ‘Table-ronde sur les agents religieux en Afrique tropicale’,
Paris, 1983.
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served as a religious counsellor to four different emirs of Kano
(Aliyu Baba, Abbas, Usman and Abdullahi Bayero) and was one
of the most important members of the Qdiriyya ∑üfı brotherhood
in this town. He initiated his pupil Nasiru Kabara into two
different branches of the brotherhood, the Kuntiyya and the Ahl
al-bayt, which was established by Usuman dan Fodio. After
completing his studies in the late 1940s, Nasiru Kabara concentrated on the unification of the Qdiriyya in Kano under his
leadership.
In 1937 he had received an ijza for the QdiriyyaSammniyya from Shaykh Abü ’l-˘asan al-Sammnı and in 1949
he established direct personal contact with the Sammniyya in the
Sudan. In this way he could act as the local leader (muqaddam) of
the Qdiriyya-Sammniyya in Kano and stress his claim to
spiritual leadership of the Qdiriyya. The break-through came in
1953 when Nasiru Kabara travelled together with the Kano
business tycoon Sanusi Dantata to the centre of the Qdiriyya in
Baghdad. There he met the formal leader of the brotherhood, the
Grand Khalıfa (al-khalıfa al-akbar al-ﬁarsh al-ghawth al-ﬁa÷ım)
Shaykh Ibrhım Sayf al-Dın al-Jılnı, who appointed Nasiru
Kabara the leader of the Qdiriyya in West Africa.2 After his visit
to Baghdad Nasiru Kabara was able to unite all branches of the
Qdiriyya in Kano under his authority by 1956. Thereafter he
worked to expand his movement outside Kano, first within
northern Nigeria, and in the 1960s and 1970s in southern Nigeria
and in other parts of West Africa.3 In 1978 he was accepted as
2

3

It is not known whether Shaykh Sayf al-Dın really gave Nasiru Kabara an
ijza for leadership of the Qdiriyya in West Africa or whether Nasiru Kabara
merely claimed such authority after his visit to Baghdad. The important issue
was, however, that he had actually met the formal leader of the brotherhood.
In this way he was able to shorten his spiritual link (silsila) to the centre of
the brotherhood and could claim to have a direct and personal connection
with the overall leadership of the brotherhood. Henceforth if anyone in
northern Nigeria sought a connection to the spiritual centre of the
brotherhood, he had to come first to Nasiru Kabara and submit to his
authority.
Today Nasiru Kabara claims to have local representatives (muqaddamün) not
only in West African countries, but also in Tanzania, Pakistan, Jordan, Great
Britain and the former Soviet Union.
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leader of the Qdiriyya for the whole of Nigeria by the amır almu√minın of all Nigerian Muslims, the Sultan of Sokoto Abü Bakr,
and during the celebrations for the mawlid of ﬁAbd al-Qdir in
1987 Nasiru Kabara was finally proclaimed leader of the
Qdiriyya for the whole of Africa by Shaykh Sayf al-Dın of
Baghdad.4
In his long career as a religious scholar Nasiru Kabara has
written a number of theological and historical pamphlets and
books as well as many poems. Many of his works concentrate on
the history of the Qdiriyya and its development in Kano. Another
major topic of his writings is the defence and legitimation of
certain rites of the Qdiriyya like the celebration of the mawlid of
ﬁAbd al-Qdir or the use of the bandiri drums in the dhikr of the
Qdiriyya. Various estimates of the total number of his works
have been given. Ibrahim Tahir speaks of 77 ‘books’,5 Halilu
Saﬁid estimates there are about 150,6 A.F. Ahmad gives the
number as 200, 7 while Shehu Usman Kabara claims in the
introduction to Nasiru Kabara’s al-Naßı˛a al-ßarı˛a (Kano 1972),
that he wrote 150 ‘books’ and over a thousand poems. My own
efforts have produced a list of 117 titles, published and
unpublished. 8 His major theological work is without doubt his
Tafsır, while his Hausa translation of the Qur√n was in press in

4

5
6
7
8

The Sultan of Sokoto presented Nasiru Kabara with the ‘sword of the army of
Usuman dan Fodio’. He should lead the Qdiriyya in Nigeria against the
‘fundamentalist’ movement of the ‘Yan Izala’ (Shehu Usman Kabara, personal
communication, 3 March 1988).
See Ibrahim Tahir, ‘Scholars, Sufis, Saints and Capitalists in Kano, 19041974’, Ph. D. thesis, Cambridge University, 1975, 153.
Op. cit.
See A.F. Ahmad, ‘The Qadiriyyah and its impact in Nigeria’, Ph. D. thesis,
University of Ibadan, 1986, 212.
During my stay in Kano Nasiru Kabara personally gave me a number of his
own works. In the Kurmi market of the old city of Kano as well as at
bookstalls in front of Nasiru Kabara’s residence, I managed to buy other
booklets written by him. Finally, I was able to obtain many titles from the
thesis of Shehu Usman Kabara. Apart from these works he has written a
number of pamphlets which were, however, never published but simply
distributed among his followers in handwritten copies.
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Libya in 1989. 9 His most important programmatic work,
however, is his al-Naßı˛a al-ßarı˛a, a reply to Abü Bakr Gummi’s
attack on the ∑üfı brotherhoods, al-ﬁAqıda al-ßa˛ı˛a bimuwfaqat al-sharıﬁa (Kano 1972).
List of Works
al-Ajwiba al-Nßiriyya fı ’l-as√ila al-nßiriyya. A collection
of statements of Nasiru Kabara made during a theological
discussion in Kaduna. MS.
2.
Alfiyyat al-sıra. Biography of the Prophet in verse. Publ.:
Beirut, 1974.
3.
al-Anjum al-durriyya fı a˛km wird al-Qdiriyya. MS.
4.
al-Arj al-nadı fı takhßıß al-dht al-Mu˛ammadı. On the
presence of the Prophet Mu˛ammad in the hearts of the
believers. MS.
5.
al-◊s wa ’l-ms fı ri˛latı il ’l-Qhira wa-Lıbiy wa-Tünis
wa-Marrkush. MS.
6.
Asm√ al-rasül. Publ., Kano, n.d.
7.
ﬁAyn Allh jadhba na÷m khulßat al-shif√. MS.
8.
Azhr al-˛adıqa fı tarjamat sayyidı al-imm Mu˛ammad b.
ﬁAbd al-Karım al-Maghılı. Biography of M. b. ﬁAbd alKarım al-Maghılı (d. 1503-4), a link in the Qdirı silsila.
MS.
9.
al-Briq al-mazjı fı ikhtißr mawlid al-Barzanjı. MS.
10. Bayn ˛aqıqat al-taßawwuf al-islmiyya. Publ., Kano, 1978.
11. Bzanfariyya. A poem in Hausa about a woman from
Zamfara. MS.
1.

9

In late 1986 the Libyans established contact with Nasiru Kabara through Dr
Salım Warfalli, a leading member of the Jamﬁiyyat al-daﬁwat al-islmiyya, the
Libyan version of the Muslim World League (Rbi†at al-ﬁlam al-islmı) in
Mecca. Since then, an official Libyan delegation of the Jamﬁiyya visited
Nigeria in late 1987 and in early 1988 Nasiru Kabara himself travelled to
Libya where he met Muﬁammar al-Qadhdhfı. The Libyans have promised to
publish not only his Tafsır, but in fact an edition of his complete works
(Shehu Usman Kabara, personal communication, 23 February 1987).
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Dal√il al-sunna ﬁal anna mıﬁd al-Qdiriyya raw∂a min
riy∂ al-janna. MS.
Daﬁwat al-ghawth ﬁAbd al-Qdir al-Jılnı. MS.
Daﬁwat al-ghawth il ’llh. Publ. Cairo 1951, 2nd edn.
Kano: Northern Maktabat Press, 1384/1964-5 (copy in
NU/Paden, 385). 10 Another edition, n.p., n.d. (Copy in
NU/Paden, 387).
Dıwn, collected and published by Alhaji ﬁUmar Trader &
Alhaji Hasan na-Alhaji ﬁAlı Bakin Zuwo, Zaria: Gaskiya
Corpn., n.d.
al-Fa∂√ al-munjalı fı shar˛ man÷ümat al-imm al-Manzilı.
MS.
Faßl al-maql fı wa∂ﬁ wa-uslüb. MS.
al-Fat˛ al-akbar fı tarjamat al-shaykh Ibrhım wa ’l-shaykh
ﬁUmar Kabara. MS.
Fat˛ al-Jabbr fı ’l-dukhül ﬁal ’l-Malik al-W˛id alQahhr. Publ. Kano 1971.
Fat˛ al-Qarıb fı kayfiyyat al-dhikr bi ’l-bandır. MS.
Fat˛ al-Qarıb fı sard asm√ al-˛abıb. On the names of the
Prophet. MS.
Fat˛ al-Qarıb fı mufradt Mughnı al-labıb ﬁan kutub alaﬁrıb. Comm. on the Mughnı al-labıb of Ibn Hishm (d.
708/1308). See GAL, II, 23, S, II, 17. MS.
Fat˛ al-Ra˛mn fı ’l-tawassul il ’llh taﬁl bi-nür alzamn sayyidin wa-mawln al-mujaddid ﬁUthmn.
Acrostic poem on Qur√n, 4:63, published at the end of his
Nafﬁ al-ﬁibd (q.v.). Also publ. in ﬁAlı Abü Bakr, al-Thaqfa
al-ﬁarabiyya fı Nayjıriy, n.p. [Beirut] 1972.
al-Fatw bi-jawz i˛dth al-jumuﬁa fı m dün thalthat
amyl. A legal treatise on the holding of Friday prayer. MS.
al-Fay∂ al-quddüs fı tarjamat al-sayyid Mu˛ammad b. Yüsuf
al-Sanüsı. Biography of M. b. Yüsuf al-Sanüsı (d. 1490),
Ashﬁarite theologian of Tlemcen. MS.
al-Fußüß al-wahmiyya fı ’l-maqült al-ghawthiyya. MS.

1 0 NU/Paden = John Naber Paden Collection of Arabic Manuscripts, Melville J.
Herskovits Library of Africana, Northwestern University.
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38.
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Futü˛t rabb al-mashriq wa ’l-maghrib fı Qdiriyyat almashriq wa ’l-maghrib. MS.
al-Futü˛t al-Ra˛mniyya fı ’l-ma√thir al-Füdawiyya alﬁUthmniyya. MS.
al-Futü˛t al-Ra˛mniyya fı ’l-manqib al-ﬁUthmniyya.
MS.
al-Futü˛t al-Wudüdiyya fı shar˛ al-kfiyya al-ﬁAtıqiyya fı
’l-dhikr wa-dbih. Comm. on poem by the Kano Tijnı
scholar Abü Bakr ﬁAtıq. MS.
al-˘ajj al-w∂i˛ fı mukhtaßar Hidyat al-nsik fı ’l-mansik
ﬁal madhhab al-imm Mlik. MS.
˘ayhalunna il ’l-waßya l tarakununna. MS.
Hidyat al-awfiy√ fı na÷m wa-nathr asm√ rusul al-anbiy√.
MS.
Hidyat al-murıd al-slik. On the different branches of
∑üfism. MS.
I∂a√at al-bild bi-anwr al-mıﬁd. Edition of the dıwn of
∑üfı poems of Mu˛ammad al-Manzilı al-Tünisı. Publ. Zaria:
Gaskiya Corpn., n.d. (Copies in NU/Paden, 386, 416).
I∂a√at al-bild bi-˛aqıqat al-mıﬁd. On the truths of the
Qdiriyya. Publ. Kano, n.d.
I˛sn al-Mannn fı ibrz khaby al-Qur√n. A tafsır and
translation of the first four ßüras of the Qur√n into Hausa.
MS.
Ighthat al-ﬁibd bi-˛aqıqat al-mıﬁd. On the dhikr of the
Qdiriyya. Publ. Kano, 1947.
Ighthat al-ﬁibd fı kayfiyyat al-mıﬁd. On the meetings of
the Qdiriyya. MS.
al-Imddt al-qawiyya fı ’l-mazrt al-Kanawiyya. MS.
It˛f al-a˛y√. MS.
It˛f al-khal√iq bi-˛aqıqat al-†arıqa al-Qdiriyya wa-asm√
al-†ar√iq. A general work on the Qdiriyya and other
brotherhoods and the founder of the Qdiriyya, ﬁAbd alQdir al-Jılnı, the dhikr of the order and its branches
throughout the world. Abridged from the D√irat al-maﬁrif
of Bu†rus al-Bustnı. Publ. Cairo 1948.
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Jabr al-kh†ir fı dhikr shuyükh al-faqır Mu˛ammad al-Nßir
fı †arıq al-shaykh ﬁAbd al-Qdir al-Jılnı. MS written in
1971.
Jal√ al-baßar fı tarjamat al-shaykh mlam Kabara. A
treatise about the author’s grandfather. MS.
Jawz taﬁaddud al-zawjt wa-manﬁihinna min khurüj lighayr ∂arüra. MS.
al-Ka√s al-dihq fı m ukhidha fı ﬁlam al-dhü min ﬁahd wamıthq. MS.
al-Ka√s al-dihq fı muﬁtarak al-ashwq. MS.
al-Khabar al-tawturı fı tarjamat Abü ’l-˘asan al-Shdhilı.
MS.
Khaß√iß sayyidin ﬁAbd al-Qdir al-Jılnı. MS.
Khulßat al-ta˛rır fı dhikr al-anfs wa ’l-bandır. MS.
al-Kısn al-haniyya fı ’l-†arıqa al-Qdiriyya. MS.
Kashf al-barqiﬁ min anwr al-saw†iﬁ. MS.
al-Ku√üs al-wuddiyya fı shar˛ al-fußüß al-ghubiyya. A
collection of the miracles of ﬁAbd al-Qdir al-Jılnı. MS.
al-Maﬁhad al-ma√nüs fı ∂amm mawdd al-Lisn al-ﬁarabı il
qmüs. MS.
Man÷üma kifyat al-nabı. Publ. Zaria 1969.
Man÷üma li-asm√ al-nabı. Publ. Kano: Northern Maktabat
Press, 1968.
Maqbis al-anwr wa ’l-barakt fı tarjamat sayyidı al-imm
al-Jazülı. Biography of Mu˛ammad b. Sulaymn al-Jazülı
(d. c. 1465), ‘patron saint’ of the Jazüliyya branch of the
Shdhiliyya †arıqa. MS.
Mawkib al-Qdiriyya fı ’l-shawriﬁ al-Kanawiyya. On the
mawlid procession of the Qdiriyya in Kano. MS.
al-Mawrid al-haniyya fı gharar (ghawr) al-maqßid alna˛wiyya. MS.
al-Mawrid al-ßafiyya fı ’l-†arıqa al-Qdiriyya. MS.
Min˛at al-Fatt˛ fı m ya˛tj ilayhi ’l-suyy˛. MS.
Miﬁrj al-bidya il abwb al-bidya fı ’l-ßalt ﬁal ashraf
al-makhlüqt. MS.
al-Misk al-adhfar fı tajrıd asm√ aß˛b al-nabı al-akram.
MS.
Mukhtaßar kitb Ibn ﬁ◊bidın muftı al-Mlikiyya. MS.
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al-Muﬁrib ﬁan nasab ashraf al-ﬁarab. A small work on the
Prophet. MS.
Nafﬁ al-ﬁibd bi-˛aqıqat al-mıﬁd fı madınat Baghdd. Publ.
Kano: Native Authority Press, 1375/1955 (Copy in
NU/Paden, 390). On the Qdiriyya ‘caliphate’ in history.
Nafﬁ al-ﬁibd fı kayfiyyat al-mıﬁd [bi-] dr al-shaykh biBaghdd. On the wa÷ıfa of the Qdiriyya as practised in
Baghdad. MS.
al-Nafa˛t al-mawlawiyya al-Nßiriyya fı jannat alma˛yawiyya al-Qdiriyya. MS.
al-Nafa˛t al-Nßiriyya fı ’l-†arıqa al-Qdiriyya. Publ. Zaria:
NORLA, 1958 (Copy in NU/Paden, 389). An attack on the
Tijniyya in which the author argues that it is not permissible
to leave the Qdiriyya. It also deals, in its eight chapters with
the unity of the ∑üfı brotherhoods, the branches of the
Qdiriyya, the obligation to practice dhikr, the founder ﬁAbd
al-Qdir al-Jılnı and the rites of the Qdiriyya.
al-Nafatht al-aqdasiyya fı ’l-sha†a˛t al-Jılniyya. MS.
al-Naßı˛a al-ßarı˛a fı ’l-radd ﬁal ’l-ﬁAqıda al-ßa˛ı˛a. Publ.
Kano: Zwiyat Kabara, 1972. Nasiru Kabara’s reply to Abü
Bakr Gummi’s al-ﬁAqıda al-ßa˛ı˛a bi-muwfaqat al-sharıﬁ.
Nubdha la†ıfa. MS, written in 1979.
Nußrat al-Qadır fı a˛km al-dhikr bi ’l-bandır. MS.
Nußrat al-Qadır fı dhikr adillat al-bandır. MS.
Nußrat al-Qadır fı ta˛qıq al-bandır. MS,written in 1949.
al-Qanbil al-dhurriyya fı ’l-radd ﬁal ﬁˆs al-Wlı alhaddm li-sunnat al-˛ijb. Reply to a polemical article about
polygamy in the newspaper The Citizen. MS.
Qamﬁ al-fasd fı taf∂ıl al-sadl ﬁal ’l-qab∂ fı hdhihi ’lbild. In defence of the practice of leaving the arms loose at
the side rather than clasped across the stomach during ßalt.
MS, written 1956.
Qarbın al-iqtirb. A work about ﬁAbd al-Qdir and his
companions. MS.
Qaßıda b√iyya fı mad˛ al-nabı. MS. Text in Abü Bakr, alThaqfa al-ﬁarabiyya, 603-21.
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87.
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96.
97.
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Qaßıda h√iyya fı mad˛ al-nabı. Publ. in Abü Bakr, alThaqfa al-ﬁarabiyya, 618-21. In defence of certain ∑üfı
practices.
al-Qaßıda al-mubraka. Publ. Kano: Adebola Press, 1964.
al-Qawl al-mayys fı takfır al-mukaffirın wa-tafsıq al-qiys.
Treatise against those who use qiys for interpretation of the
Qur√n. MS.
al-Radd al-mu˛kam bi-aﬁlawiyyat maqm al-shaykh alakbar ﬁal ’l-ghawth al-aﬁ÷am. MS.
Ra˛mat Allh fı shar˛ daﬁwat al-ghawth il ’llh. MS.
al-Rash˛a al-kubr fı munfarijt al-aq†b. On the four
‘poles’, al-Ghazlı, al-Qurashı, al-Nbulsı and al-Bakrı. MS.
R. fı ’l-istinj√. MS.
R. fı ’l-dhabb ﬁan sayyidin Müs ﬁal nabiyyin. MS.
R. fı qir√at <a√andhartahum>. MS.
R. fı ’l-radd ﬁal man yaqül anna ’llha taﬁl khalaqa
nafsahu bi-nafsihi. MS.
R. fı wujüd al-murabbın tarbiya ˛aqıqiyya il yawm alqiyma. MS.
R. al-Kabariyya fı ’l-†arıqa al-Qdiriyya al-ﬁIrqiyya. On
performance of the dhikr. MS.
R. la†ıfa fı dhikr al-adilla ﬁal shu√ün mawkib al-Qdiriyya
al-Sanüsiyya. On the processions of the Sanüsiyya. MS.
R. al-mußfa˛a. MS.
al-Riy∂ al-bzawiyya fı ’l-mawﬁıd al-Qdiriyya. MS.
Sabıl al-janna fı ’l-tarbiya bi ’l-†arıqa al-Qdiriyya almabniyya ﬁal ’l-kitb wa ’l-sunna. A work on fiqh, taw˛ıd
and taßawwuf. MS.
Salsabıl al-sunna. MS.
Subu˛t al-anwr min su˛ubt al-asrr. A dıwn of the
poems of Nasiru Kabara compiled by al-˛jj Yüsuf b. ﬁAbd
Allh al-Makrrı, al-Kanawı al-Wangarı. Publ. Kano: M. alAmıriyya, n.d. (Copy in NU/Paden, 415).
Sulfat al-arw˛. A list of Qdirı communities following the
authority of Nasiru Kabara. MS.
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Sullat al-mift˛ min mina˛ al-Fatt˛. Vers. of M. Bello’s
Mift˛ al-sadd fı dhikr al-awliy√ al-khawßß al-afrd.
Written 23 Dhü ’l-Qaﬁda 1369/6 September 1950. Publ.
Kano; Adebola Press, 1965 (Copy in NU/Paden, 366).
al-Sullam al-muﬁın fı †arıq M√ al-ﬁAynayn. On the ‘Way’
of the western Saharan Qdirı shaykh M√ al-ﬁAynayn (d.
1910). MS.
Shar˛ Fat˛ al-Qadır li ’l-shaykh ◊dam na-Ma√aji. MS.
Shar˛ qaßıda li ’l-shaykh al-Manzilı. MS.
Shanf al-jawrı fı ﬁilm al-taw˛ıd ﬁal madhhab alﬁAsh√ira. MS.
Shu√ün al-Qdiriyya min bayn al-†uruq al-ßüfiyya. MS.
Tadrıs Idrıs kayfa tu∂rab bandır al-khandarıs. MS.
Tafsır al-Qur√n al-karım. Publ. Tripoli 1989.
Tansım al-riy∂ min nasım akhbr al-q∂ı ﬁIy∂.
Biography of the q∂ı ﬁIy∂ b. Müs al-Sabtı (d. 1149), a
celebrated Mlikı jurisprudent. MS.
Tanfıs al-julls fı ’l-dhikr bi ’l-bandır wa ’l-anfs. MS.
Taﬁrıf ﬁAdnn bi-jamﬁiyyat Qdiriyyat al-Südn. MS. On
the Qdiriyya in the Sudan.
‡arıq al-najt fı iqmat al-ßalt. Publ. Kano 1968.
Tashıl al-amnı fı shar˛ ﬁAwmil al-Jurjnı. Comm. on alﬁAwmil al-mi√a of ﬁAbd al-Qhir b. ﬁAbd al-Ra˛mn alJurjnı (d. 471/1078). On Arabic grammar. See GAL, I, 287,
S, I, 503. MS.
al-Taßwıf fı shar˛ qaßıdat <Y man tafa√fa√a ’l-taf√>. MS.
al-Tawßılayn al-ﬁa÷ımayn. MS.
al-Tibr al-masbük fı kayfiyyat al-sulük al-Qdiriyya. MS.
al-Tu˛fa al-Nßiryya fı taﬁaddud aß˛b sayyidin ﬁAbd alQdir al-Jılnı. MS.
Yawqıt al-ßilt fı ta˛qıq mawqıt al-ßalt. Publ. Kano
1986.
Zd al-musfir il ’l-malik al-Qdir. MS.

